Let '(x) := Tn(x) be the transformed Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, where cos (Tr/2n). We show here that f. has the greatest uniform norm in [-1, 1] of its k-th derivative (k > 2) among all algebraic polynomialsfofdegree not exceeding n, which vanish at +1 and satisfy the inequality If(x)l <_ v/1 -e=x: at the points {-l cos((2j-1)Tr/ 2n 2)}"__-.
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULT
Let 7r. be the set ofall algebraic polynomials ofdegree at most n with real coefficients. Throughout, I1"11 designates the uniform norm in [-1, 1] , Ilfll := sup=t-, ]lf(x)l. We shall use the customary notation T.(x) cos n arccos x for the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and we denote by f its largest zero, i.e., COS. 2n
The transformed Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind tn(X) rn(=) (1.1) is known as being the extremal polynomial in the classical Schur inequality [12] , which is the analogue of the Markov inequality for polynomials satisfying zero boundary conditions. Precisely, Schur's inequality asserts that T, has the greatest uniform norm of its first derivative on [-1, 1] among allfE 7rn, satisfyingf(+l) 0 and [[f[I < 1. In a recent paper Milev and Nikolov [5] (1 x.
An elegant result due to V. Markov w2(x), the same relation remains valid for the zeros of ) and @k).
Therefore, the j-th zeros of the polynomials (k))i7 are located between the j-th zero of k) and the yth zero of w k). Let Further, we make use of the identity
.(/() to obtain the following relations between T, and Z,,k.
(nn(n-2) (1)k to the class into consideration and satisfies g(k)()= ip()()l. Thus, we found another extremal polynomial which, in addition, has only real coefficients.
